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Abstract

We have investigated the quality of precise orbits for the SARAL altimeter satellite using Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) and Doppler
Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS) data from March 14, 2013 to August 10, 2014. We have identified a
4.31 ± 0.14 cm error in the Z (cross-track) direction that defines the center-of-mass of the SARAL satellite in the spacecraft coordinate
system, and we have tuned the SLR and DORIS tracking point offsets. After these changes, we reduce the average RMS of the SLR
residuals for seven-day arcs from 1.85 to 1.38 cm. We tuned the non-conservative force model for SARAL, reducing the amplitude
of the daily adjusted empirical accelerations by eight percent. We find that the best dynamic orbits show altimeter crossover residuals
of 5.524 cm over cycles 7–15. Our analysis offers a unique illustration that high-elevation SLR residuals will not necessarily provide
an accurate estimate of radial error at the 1-cm level, and that other supporting orbit tests are necessary for a better estimate. Through
the application of improved models for handling time-variable gravity, the use of reduced-dynamic orbits, and through an arc-by-arc
estimation of the C22 and S22 coefficients, we find from analysis of independent SLR residuals and other tests that we achieve 1.1–
1.2 cm radial orbit accuracies for SARAL. The limiting errors stem from the inadequacy of the DPOD2008 and SLRF2008 station com-
plements, and inadequacies in radiation force modeling, especially with respect to spacecraft self-shadowing and modeling of thermal
variations due to eclipses.
� 2015 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

SARAL or Satellite with ARgos and ALtiKa, launched
February 25, 2013, began to operationally collect radar
altimetry data from March 14, 2013. The French/Indian
satellite mission is designed to serve as an altimetry-
mission follow-on to Envisat, mapping the sea surface with
the AltiKa Ka-band altimeter system, and to aid in the col-
lection of ARGOS data such as those from ocean buoys.
For precise orbit determination (POD) the spacecraft
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carries a Laser Retroreflector Array (LRA) and the
DORIS DGXX receiver in order to meet the radial orbit
altimetry mission requirement of 3-cm and potentially to
meet the 2-cm goal (Vernon et al., 2015). An additional
objective for SARAL is to supply DORIS tracking data
for contribution to the determination of the terrestrial ref-
erence frame, as one of the members of the DORIS satellite
constellation (Fagard, 2006; Willis et al., 2010).

This paper investigates the possibility of achieving 1 cm
radial accuracy for the SARAL orbits using both DORIS
and Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) data (Pearlman et al.,
2002; Willis et al., 2010). Radial orbit error directly impacts
the altimeter measurement. The AltiKa altimeter range
error budget requirement is 4.2 cm while the goal is to
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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reach 3.2 cm. The orbit error from precise orbit determina-
tion (POD) represents the largest component of the altime-
ter range error budget (Vernon et al., 2015). Reducing the
orbit error to 1 cm would allow the SARAL data to be
merged more seamlessly with Jason-2 altimetry and
Cryosat-2 altimetry in the generation of merged altimetry
products. For example since the SARAL near-polar orbit
allows observation of ocean regions not covered by the
TOPEX/Jason missions, it would be desirable to have a
global altimeter product with consistent and uniformly
low levels of orbit error over all regions. This is especially
pertinent to the observation of regional sea level trends, as
the orbit can contribute up to several mm/year of regional
rate error (Couhert et al., 2015). Also, should Jason-2 lose
operational capability before Jason-3 is launched, Jason-3
altimetry could be calibrated by relying on the SARAL
orbit using crossovers formed with SARAL.

1-cm radial accuracy has been the goal for both the
Jason-1 and Jason-2 altimetry satellite missions (Cerri
et al., 2010). Based on GPS data processing the goal was
reached in 2003–2004 for Jason-1 (Luthcke et al., 2003;
Haines et al., 2004), and early in the mission for Jason-2
(Bertiger et al., 2010; Cerri et al., 2010). Thanks to
improvements in the latest DGXX receiver and to the
availability of improved gravity models derived from
GRACE data, 1-cm orbits based on DORIS data alone
were demonstrated for Jason-2 (Zelensky et al., 2010).
SARAL flies in a sun-synchronous orbit similar to Envisat
(Table 1.1). SARAL will have its own unique error charac-
teristics compared to the Jason satellites, due to its different
altitude and inclination. At the lower altitude (�800 km
compared to the Jason altitude of 1336 km) the SARAL
orbit will be much more sensitive than Jason-1/2 to gravity
model-induced error, including error from the representa-
tion of time-variable gravity.

We used the NASA GSFC orbit determination and
geodetic parameter estimation software (GEODYN)
(Pavlis et al., 2015) to analyze the SARAL tracking data.
The normal equations provided by GEODYN were solved
using Cholesky decomposition to obtain estimated values
for the satellite macromodel parameters and tracking point
offsets.

Starting with the Introduction (Section 1), this paper is
divided into eight sections. In Section 2 template POD
standards based on TOPEX and Jason-1/2 analysis are
introduced, and the orbits compared with the CNES/
Table 1.1
SARAL sun-synchronous orbit.

Altitude 800 km
Eccentricity 1.167 � 10�3

Inclination 98.6 deg.
Repeat period 35 days
Local time at ascending node 6:00 AM
Orbit revolution 100.5 min

Note. Envisat local time at ascending node is 10:00 PM
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GDR-D. In Section 3 (Measurement model refinement),
we present a description of the tracking data systems, of
the measurement models, and measures for reducing model
error. In Section 4 (Non-conservative force model refine-
ment), we discuss the impact of the satellite surface forces
on POD, and how we attempted to mitigate the solar-
radiation pressure induced modeling errors by tuning the
radiation-force satellite surface plate model (macromodel).
In Section 5 (Testing of geopotential models), we show the
POD performance for eight different gravity models and we
discuss the relative merits and apparent discrepancies
between estimates of orbit error using SLR and altimeter
crossover residuals. In Section 6 (Parameterization strategy
refinement), we present improvements to the template
parameterization strategies. In Section 7 (Towards 1-cm
orbits), we present evidence that 1.1 cm radial accuracy
with DORIS-only data has been reached, and we discuss
some sources of remaining POD errors. In Section 8 we
present a conclusion and perspective on future work.

2. POD standards

The GSFC POD accuracy goal is balanced by the need
to establish a uniform orbit frame across all altimetry mis-
sions (Lemoine et al., 2010). To ensure that the goals of
orbit accuracy and consistency are met, we consider only
the best performing models, which extend across all mis-
sions. For example even though GRACE-derived time
variable gravity (TVG) models perform well for SARAL,
when extended back before the start of the GRACE mis-
sion the GRACE geopotential models having drift terms
show inferior performance to simple stationary geopoten-
tial models with no drift terms, as demonstrated for
TOPEX, ERS-1, and ERS-2 orbits (Rudenko et al., 2014).

Based on previous POD testing of TOPEX/Poseidon,
Jason-1, Jason-2, and SARAL measurement model tuning
(Section 3) we have defined a new set of standards, std1404
(Table 2.1), which guarantee the highest orbit quality and
consistency across all missions, and which were reported
at the 2014 OSTST meeting (Frank Lemoine, private com-
munication). The SARAL std1404 orbits are compared to
GDR-D (Dumont et al., 2011) and are used as a test-bed
for evaluating further possible improvements.

The CNES GDR-D SARAL standards include state-of-
the-art dynamic models equivalent or comparable to
std1404 (Table 2.1). The orbit time series differ radially at
just under 1-cm root mean square (RMS) (Table 2.2).
Another way of comparing orbits is to geographically eval-
uate the correlated and time-varying error. Thus the 5 � 5
degree geographically binned radial differences (Fig. 2.1)
show a total RMS of 0.79 cm for the mean absolute values,
and a total RMS of 0.91 cm for the orbit variability about
the mean values. This corresponds to 0.79 cm
geographically-correlated RMS error and 0.91 cm time-
varying RMS error between the orbits. The orbit differ-
ences are largely driven by differences in the std1404/
GDR-D gravity fields. This is suggested by the large varia-
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Table 2.1
SARAL working POD standards.

Model std1404 GDR-D

Station coordinates SLRF2008, DPOD2008 SLRF2008, DPOD2008
Earth orientation IERS2010/ITRF2008 IERS2010/ITRF2008
Ocean loading GOT4.8 FES2004
Earth CM GOT4.7 tidal variations, annual model None
SRP (6 panel CNES) Un-tuned Un-tuned
Atmosphere density MSIS86 MSIS86
Static gravity GOCO2S (>L = 5) EIGEN-GRGS_RL02bis_MEAN-FIELD
TVG 5 � 5 annual, semi-annual, drift, offset terms estimated with stacked

series SLR/DORIS satellite normal equations, 6 � 20 annual
GRACE,
atmosphere: ECMWF 6-h
(see stk5x5, Table 5.2)

Up to degree 50 (50 � 50) annual, semi-annual, drift
terms fit to GRGS 50 � 50 GRACE/LAGEOS series,
atmosphere: NCEP 6-h

Ocean/Earth/Pole
tides

GOT4.8/IERS2003/IERS2010 FES2004/ IERS2003/ IERS2010

Empirical OPR/Drag
parameters

48-h/4-h 24-h/4-h

Satellite CM, SLR/
DORIS antenna
offsets

CMs, offsets tuned CMs tuned

LRA correction Mean Arnold Mean CNES
DORIS corrections Beacon phase center

VMF1 troposphere
Beacon phase center
GMF troposphere

SLR, DORIS weights 10 cm, 2 mm/s 15 cm, 1.5 mm/s

Table 2.2
Comparison of std1404/GDR-D SLR + DORIS orbits over March 14 2013–August 10 2014.

Orbit Residual summary

DORIS RMS* (mm/s) SLR (cm) Xover RMS* (cm)

Mean RMS*

std1404 0.4261 +0.123 1.378 5.782
GDR-D 0.4149 +0.290 1.581 5.837
std1404-GDR-D Orbit differences (mm)

radial* cross-trk* along-trk* Mean

X Y Z

9.7 23.5 35.2 �0.9 �5.4 1.8

* Note. Root mean squared (RMS) includes the mean; the average RMS is shown for all tracking data residuals and orbit differences.
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tion in orbit difference magnitudes between the GDR-D
and orbits computed with six other gravity fields
(Table 2.3). See section 5 (Table 5.2) for a description of
the gravity fields.

The SARAL orbit significantly deviated from the mean
ground-track over the first few cycles introducing addi-
tional error into altimeter crossover computations. Remov-
ing the first six cycles from the altimeter crossover statistics
uniformly reduces the RMS values by an root sum square
(RSS) difference of 1.6 cm, bringing them closer to the val-
ues expected for SARAL. The crossover residuals for
std1404 and GDR-D over cycles 7–15 are 5.583 and
5.641 cm, respectively. The close similarity in orbits and
residuals between std1404/GDR-D, in lieu of the many
modeling differences, contributes to a greater confidence
in the model accuracies in both sets of standards.

The orbits do show, however, some notable differences.
Over the March 2013–August 2014 test period cumulative
changes in the orbits due to differences in the gravity mod-
Please cite this article in press as: Zelensky, N.P., et al. Towards the 1-cm
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els show geographically correlated error with magnitudes
of up to 15 mm contained in the orbit differences
(Fig. 2.1). The test period span is not sufficient for the esti-
mation of mm/year rates in the mean radial orbit differ-
ences. As expected the mean Z orbit differences almost
directly reflect the absence of an Earth center of mass
(CME) correction in the GDR-D standards (see section 3
for CME description). Although the overall std1404/
GDR-D orbit performance seems to agree well (Table 2.2),
the mean geographic differences are somewhat high. Once a
longer span of orbits become available, radial difference
trends and orbit centering should be evaluated.

3. Measurement model refinement

The SARAL spacecraft carries two tracking instru-
ments: a Laser Retroreflector Array (LRA) for Satellite
Laser Ranging (SLR) and the Doppler Orbitography and
Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS) DGXX
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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std1404 - GDR-D (±15 mm)

Fig. 2.1. std1404 – GDR-D orbit mean radial differences March 2013–August 2014 or cycles 1–15 (±15 mm).

Table 2.3
GDR-D comparison with TVG test orbits March–September 2013.

TVG test orbit GDR-D – TVG test orbit differences (mm)

Mean RMS inertial Mean ECF*

radial cross-trk along-trk X Y Z

stdtvg 17.1 25.2 42.8 0.6 21.2 �6.8
stk5x5 10.0 19.6 32.6 0.6 6.3 �4.2
tvg5x5_gsfc 10.8 21.4 34.2 2.7 8.2 �4.1
tvg5x5_csr 9.6 20.7 29.8 1.6 7.1 �4.6
eigen6s2 10.0 25.9 32.8 0.6 �7.9 �2.6
tvg60x60_csr 8.4 23.4 29.5 2.5 �2.1 �3.1

* Earth Centered Fixed (ECF)
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receiver. The French optical firm SESO developed the
SARAL LRA (Costes et al., 2010). The latest generation
DORIS (DGXX) receivers also fly on-board the Jason-2,
Cryosat-2, and HY-2A satellites. These receivers can track
up to seven DORIS beacons at a time when they are in
view of the orbiting satellite in low Earth orbit (Auriol
and Tourain, 2010). The measurement accuracy depends
not only on the instrument design and health (see for exam-
ple Willis et al., 2004), but also on the correct representa-
tion of the tracking antenna phase centers and on the
accuracy of corrections to the measurement such as for tro-
posphere refraction and the corrections for the phase cen-
ter variations of the DORIS transmitting antenna
(Tourain et al., 2016).

The correct geometric representation of the onboard
tracking antenna phase centers requires accurate knowl-
edge of the SLR/DORIS antenna phase centers with
Please cite this article in press as: Zelensky, N.P., et al. Towards the 1-cm
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respect to (wrt.) the satellite center of mass. For this we
need to know the positions of the antenna phase centers
and center of mass in the satellite body-fixed frame
(Fig. 3.1), and the orientation of the body-fixed frame
wrt. the Inertial frame as determined by the satellite
attitude.

Once in orbit, error in the knowledge of pre-launch off-
set positions, in the satellite center of mass position, in the
correction for phase center variations and in the satellite
attitude will all contribute to error in the center of mass
–to- antenna phase center vector. Error in this vector
(Fig. 3.1) can be detected with the tracking data, and com-
pensated using corrections to the antenna offset vector
(Fig. 3.1) that are estimated from the tracking data
(Zelensky et al., 2010).

The SARAL attitude regime is described using a simple
yaw-fixed model with the solar panels fixed and always
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Fig. 3.1. Satellite body-fixed tracking geometry.
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pointing to the sun (+Z axis), and the +X axis nadir point-
ing (Cerri and Ferrage, 2015). No star tracker-based atti-
tude solutions (quaternions) are available to confirm the
satellite attitude, although the satellite is designed to main-
tain a nadir orientation for the altimeter.

The SARAL LRA is composed of 9 retro-reflector cubes
symmetrically arranged on a hemisphere. The optical cen-
ter for laser returns is modeled both as a mean value cor-
rection and as an incidence angle dependent correction to
the range (Noubel, 2013; Arnold, 2015). We have selected
the Arnold corrections for our tests (Fig. 3.2), as both
the mean and incidence angle models are available. Correc-
Fig. 3.2. Arnold LRA (2015) models and p
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tion for the eccentricity from the DORIS reference point to
the 2 GHz phase center of the DORIS antennae is already
included in the provided antenna offset values. All the a-
priori POD spacecraft information has been provided by
CNES (Noubel, 2013; Cerri and Ferrage, 2015), including
the LRA antenna offset position offsets (Luca Cerri, Centre
National d’Etudes Spatiales, Toulouse, France, private
communication, 2013).

Puzzled by the somewhat large initial SLR fits of
1.85 cm, and a large mean offset in the SLR residuals
(�0.149 cm), we first estimated the offsets of both the
SLR and DORIS tracking points on SARAL. We found
that separate adjustments to the initial SLR and DORIS
tracking point offsets produced similar correction values
to the pre-launch a-priori position in the +Z (cross-track)
direction (Table 3.1). Note the SARAL body-fixed axis def-
inition differs from the usual altimeter satellite convention
where +Z defines the nadir component (Fig. 4.1). The sim-
ilarity suggests a common error in the a-priori center of
mass position of 4.31 ± 0.14 cm. The satellite center of
mass will move in the –Z direction due to propellant deple-
tion. Two independent CNES studies using SLR short-arc
calibration also found a similar cross-track 5 cm offset, that
could be attributed to error in the knowledge of the center
of mass as reported at the 2012 SARAL Workshop (Luca
Cerri, personal communication) and at the 2014 SARAL
Workshop (Alexandre Couhert, personal communication).

In addition to error in the prelaunch spacecraft center of
mass (CMs) computation, the observed apparent correc-
tion to the satellite CMs may be due in part to the constant
ercent SLR data used in SARAL POD.

SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Table 3.1
Initial DORIS and SLR antenna offset estimates and correction of satellite center of mass position.

Initial DORIS and SLR antenna offset estimates over 130317–131222 data X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
(nadir) (along-trk) (cross-trk)

Correction to a-priori antenna offsets DORIS 0.0031 0.0000 �0.0406
SLR 0.0158 0.0000 �0.0456

Satellite CM CNES a-priori �0.0112 �0.0067 �0.6583
Corrected �0.0112 �0.0067 �0.6152

Note. Initial antenna offset estimates suggest SARAL CMs cross-track (Z) position is in error by 4.31 cm
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solar radiation pressure force acting on the satellite in the
cross-track direction away from the Sun (Fig. 4.1). This
force is not directly addressed in our POD strategy. Such
a possibility was considered by the two previously men-
tioned CNES studies which investigated the origin of an
observed 5-cm satellite bias in the cross-track direction.
The first study concluded that given the power received
from the Sun and the satellite reflectivity properties, the
Z surface area is probably too small to produce the
50 � 10�9 m/s2 constant acceleration required to explain
the 5-cm bias. Both studies conclude POD analysis cannot
distinguish between error in the specified spacecraft CMs

geometry and the effect of solar radiation pressure forcing
in determining the predominant cause of the 5-cm bias.

We have revaluated this issue of the apparent CMs ‘‘er-
ror of unknown origin”, running several POD tests which
assume the a-priori satellite CM position and estimate a
constant acceleration in all three components alone, and
simultaneously in combination with the SLR/DORIS X,
Z antenna offsets. The DORIS/SLR antenna Y offset esti-
mates had shown 0.997 correlation and are suppressed. The
estimates are computed with Cholesky decomposition
using SLR + DORIS normal equations combined from
33 arcs. Table 3.2 presents four tests which, for purposes
of presentation economy, only show the DORIS antenna
offset correction in Z and the constant acceleration values
in X, Y, and Z. Test 1 shows that for this error of unknown
origin DORIS data compensates by moving the antenna Z
offset by �4.2 cm, which is very close to our �4.3 cm cor-
rection for the center of mass. If the constant accelerations
are estimated alone, Test 2 shows that for the error of
unknown origin DORIS/SLR data compensate with accel-
eration values of 4/1/41 � 10�9 m/s2 in the body-fixed X/
Table 3.2
Evaluation of Center of Mass correction in Z due to the possible effect of a c

Test (DORIS/SLR combination solution over
33 arcs, a-priori CMs position)

DORIS antenna Z-off
correction (m)

(1) Estimate offsets; zero acceleration �0.0417 ± 0.0023
(2) Zero offsets; estimate acceleration 0
(3) Estimate offsets; fix acceleration �0.0230 ± 0.0023
(4) Estimate offsets; estimate acceleration �0.0417 ± 0.0026

CMs: X = �.0112, Y = �.0067, Z = �.6583 (m); LRA correction = �0. 03748
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Y/Z (cross-track) components. The estimated
41 � 10�9 m/s2 constant cross-track acceleration is consis-
tent with the analysis reported at the 2012 SARAL Work-
shop (Luca Cerri, personal communication). However, if
the 41 � 10�9 m/s2 cross-track acceleration value is held
fixed in the solution setup and only the antenna offsets
are estimated, DORIS data compensates by moving the
antenna Z offset by �2.3 cm (Test 3). Test 3 suggests any
forcing which is present can only partially account for
the apparent error in CMs. In the simultaneous estimation
of both accelerations and antenna offsets, Test 4, we see the
DORIS antenna offset correction remains at �4.2 cm as in
Test 1, however the cross-track acceleration is reduced
from 41 to 0.2 � 10�9 m/s2. The correlations between the
cross-track acceleration and the DORIS/SLR antenna Z
offset estimates are 0.5/0.6, indicating the two effects are
separable. These results suggest the predominant contribu-
tor to the CMs correction is probably due to error in the
prelaunch spacecraft center of mass computation. In addi-
tion to possible error in pre-flight measurements, once the
satellite is in orbit the motion of the fuel in tanks for zero-
gravity is not fully understood, and thus can float con-
tributing to a CMs offset only seen in flight.

After correcting the SARAL center of mass position in
Z, the DORIS/SLR antenna offsets were estimated in two
iterations (Table 3.3). DORIS/SLR antenna Y offset esti-
mates had shown 0.997 correlation and consequently were
not included in the estimation. The GMF/GPT tropo-
sphere model was used in iteration1 (Boehm et al., 2006a,
2007). Iteration2 used updated offset positions from itera-
tion1, applied the DORIS beacon phase center correction,
and switched from GMF/GPT to the VMF1/ECMWF tro-
posphere model (Boehm et al., 2006b). The Arnold mean
onstant solar radiation pressure cross-track force.

set Constant acceleration
(10�9 m/s2)

X: radial Y: along-track Z: cross-track

0 0 0
3.594 ± 1.346 0.888 ± 0.209 40.665 ± 1.946
0 0 40.665
4.125 ± 1.359 0.858 ± 0.209 0.154 ± 2.662

m; Antenna offset values from Table 3.3 (iteration 2)

SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Table 3.3
Estimated DORIS and SLR antenna offsets in two iterations using corrected satellite CM and data spanning March 17, 2013–December 15, 2013, iteration
1 applies: GMF/GPT troposphere model; iteration 2 applies: iteration1 values, VMF1 troposphere model, DORIS beacon phase center correction.

Iteration DORIS antenna offset (m) SLR antenna offset (m)

X Y Z X Y Z

A-priori (CNES) 0.805 �0.304 �1.129 0.4735 0.0000 �0.9400
Iteration 1 0.808 �0.304 �1.127 0.4892 0.0000 �0.9425
Iteration 2 (final) 0.825 �0.304 �1.127 0.4859 0.0000 �0.9409
Estimate sigma ±0.0012 – ±0.0019 ±0.0016 – ±0.0014

CMs: X = �.0112, Y = �.0067, Z = �.6152 (m); LRA correction = �0.03748 m.

Table 3.5
Re-estimation of SLR antenna offsets using LRA incidence angle model;
March 17, 2013–December 15, 2013 data span.

LRA model and antenna positions SLR antenna offset (m)

X Y Z

Mean (tuned) 0.4859 0.0000 �0.9409
Incidence (re-tuned) 0.4838 0.0000 �0.9381

CMs: X = �.0112, Y = �.0067, Z = �.6152 (m)
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LRA phase center correction was applied in both itera-
tions. Subsequent iterations showed very small corrections
compared to the estimated formal error, and iteration-2
was considered final. The largest antenna offset adjust-
ments are in the nadir (X direction) with 2.0 ± 0.1 cm for
the DORIS tracking point and 1.2 ± 0.2 cm for the new
estimated position of the reference point of the LRA
(Table 3.3).

Error in the satellite CM position will directly affect the
scale of the estimated station positions. Willis et al. (2006)
showed for SPOT-4 that for a non-yawing sun-
synchronous satellite, a 1 cm cross-track offset error maps
into a 6.5 cm radial offset error in the scale of the derived
coordinates. Hence this cross-track error of �4.3 cm in
the CMs on SARAL will map into a radial (scale error) –
although the mapping function will differ from what was
shown by Willis et al. (2006) due to the yaw of the space-
craft attitude on each orbit. Indeed in line with this expec-
tation, Moreaux et al. (2016) analyzed single-satellite
solutions for estimation of DORIS station coordinates
from three IDS analysis centers. For SARAL, Moreaux
et al. (2016) found that the single-satellite solutions showed
a �2 cm offset with respect to the mean DORIS scale prior
to 2012 (see in particular Fig. 8 of Moreaux et al. (2016)).
Proper modeling of the satellite offsets for SARAL will be
necessary in order to avoid corruption of the combined
DORIS station coordinate solutions

The SARAL tracking point offsets (antenna offsets)
were estimated using data from March 17, 2013 to Decem-
ber 22, 2013. The corrections were evaluated with indepen-
dent SARAL data from December 22, 2013 to August 10,
2014. The evaluation with independent tracking data shows
that the final tuning of the SLR and DORIS tracking
points on the satellite significantly improves both
Table 3.4
Evaluation of corrections to CMs and DORIS / SLR antenna offsets with ind

Antenna offset/CMs positions DORIS RMS

pre-tune (pre-launch positions) 0.4324
post-tune (corrected positions iteration 2) 0.4313

Orbit RMS differences (mm) radial
post_tune – pre_tune 1.0
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DORIS/SLR residuals (from 0.4324 to 0.4313 mm/s
DORIS, and from 1.85 to 1.38 cm SLR) but changes the
radial component of the orbit by only 1 mm RMS
(Table 3.4).

We also evaluated the incidence angle dependent
SARAL LRA phase center range correction, as derived
by Arnold (2013). These corrections differ most from the
mean model at very low elevations. For the data above
15� elevation used in POD, the corrections will not differ
by more than about 2.5 mm (Fig. 3.2). Nonetheless the
LRA antenna offsets were re-tuned using the incidence
angle LRA model (Table 3.5), and the LRA positions
change by about 2 mm in the X and Z directions. We find
a small but consistent improvement in the RMS SLR resid-
uals and in the mean of the SLR residuals, when the LRA
incidence angle corrections are applied, and the LRA
retroreflector position is re-estimated. (see Table 3.6).
Fig. 3.3 illustrates that the application of the LRA inci-
dence model improves the SLR residuals the most in the
band from 50� to 70� elevation. We see artifacts or peaks
in the binned SLR residuals at high elevations near 78�
and 84�. This is due to the increasing paucity of SLR
observations with the increase in elevation, making those
estimates of orbit error less reliable.
ependent tracking data residuals (December 22, 2013–August 10, 2014).

(mm/s) SLR (cm)

Mean RMS

�0.149 1.849
0.070 1.384

cross-trk along-trk
18.6 4.4
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Table 3.6
Evaluation of LRA incidence angle correction using independent SLR
residuals (December 22, 2013–August 10, 2014).

LRA correction model and antenna positions SLR (cm)

Mean RMS

Mean (tuned offsets) 0.070 1.384
Incidence angle (tuned offsets) 0.089 1.375
Incidence angle (re-tuned offsets) 0.059 1.352
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Error in DORIS troposphere refraction will affect
DORIS station position estimates and to a lesser degree
POD (Zelensky et al., 2010). This paper evaluates the
SARAL POD performance for two combinations of recent
models: GMF/GPT (Boehm et al., 2006a, 2007), and
VMF1/ECMWF (Boehm et al., 2006b). Compared to ear-
lier troposphere models GMF/GPT showed superior per-
formance for Jason-2 POD with DORIS data, reported
Fig. 3.3. Independent SLR residuals improvement for LRA models w

Table 3.7
Evaluation of DORIS troposphere and beacon phase center models (March 2

Models Mean RMS resid

DORIS
(mm/s)

(1) GMF/GPT troposphere 0.4110
(2) VMF1 troposphere 0.4109
(3) GMF/GPT + beacon phase center 0.4102
(4) VMF1 + beacon phase center 0.4101
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by Zelensky at the 2010 IDS meeting. We apply the
VMF1 correction using the Kouba implementation for
gridded VMF1 data (Kouba, 2007). The VMF1-supplied
corrections are first interpolated in time and space, and
then mapped to the station height. The DORIS residual
improvement with VMF1 is marginal over GMF/GPT
(Table 3.7) and shows a tiny, but systematic effect on the
orbit. The GMF-VMF1 Mean Z and radial RMS orbit dif-
ferences show an annual signal similar to that for Jason-2,
with the Mean-Z peaks of 2-mm also positive in April and
negative in October. The radial RMS differences systemat-
ically vary from about 0.1 mm to 0.8 mm. The marginal
POD improvement shown with VMF1 is consistent with
the very small improvement in GPS station repeatability
also shown when VMF1 was applied instead of GMF/
GPT (Steigenberger et al., 2009).

We have evaluated the Starec beacon antenna phase
center correction for the SARAL DORIS processing
ith tuned antenna offset positions (December 2013–August 2014).

013–February 2014 data).

uals

SLR (mm)

All <60� >60�

14.57 14.64 13.55
14.59 14.66 13.56
15.31 15.38 14.28
15.32 15.39 14.29
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Fig. 3.4. Starec antenna beacon phase center correction and percent DORIS data used in SARAL POD by elevation angle.
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(Tourain et al., 2016; ftp://ftp.ids-doris.org/pub/ids/stations/
doris_phase_law_antex_starec.txt). For each DORIS
range-rate measurement, the interpolated beacon range
phase correction (Fig. 3.4) is differenced in GEODYN
between the stop and start times of the Doppler count inter-
val. Application of the beacon antenna phase center correc-
tion has a significant impact on the DORIS network scale
(Moreaux et al., 2016). Thus, the DORIS DPOD2008 com-
plement derived without the phase center correction (Willis
et al., 2015) may not be consistent with use of the phase cen-
ter correction. Use of the phase center correction improves
the DORIS residuals, however the accompanying small
increase in SLR residuals at all elevations (Table 3.7) sug-
gests a small degradation in all components of the orbit.
The orbit degradation may be due to inconsistency between
the application of the beacon phase correction together with
the DPOD2008 station positions (not derived using the
antenna phase center model). Tests with Jason-2, whose
DORIS antenna offsets were tuned without the phase center
correction, however did not show any significant changes in
the SLR residuals when the DORIS phase law correction
was applied. These results suggest that both the SARAL
and Jason-2 DORIS antenna offsets should be re-tuned
and tested once the ITRF2014 complement becomes
available.

A look at the DORIS residuals binned by elevation
angle shows they uniformly degrade at low elevations
(Fig. 3.5) – suggesting there is an intrinsic system problem
that is not accommodated by improving the troposphere
modeling. It could be multipath associated with the
DORIS signal on the Starec antenna – or it might reflect
Please cite this article in press as: Zelensky, N.P., et al. Towards the 1-cm
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the need to apply a phase center variations (PCV) map
for the satellite receiver. In any case the analysis of such
phenomena is not the topic of this paper and is recom-
mended as a future research topic.

The redistribution of continental water, atmospheric
and oceanic mass in the Earth system causes displacements
of the center of mass of the Earth, which are termed vari-
ations in geocenter. The geocenter variations have been
observed largely with SLR data and the dominant signals
are annual and semi-annual (Wu et al., 2012). Ries (2013)
derived an annual model of geocenter variations from anal-
ysis of Lageos-1 and Lageos-2 data (Table 3.8), which has
been applied to the processing of Jason-2 and Envisat SLR
and DORIS data. It has been shown that SLR/DORIS –
based orbits reflect the TRF rather than the instantaneous
CME origin and so it is important to correct such orbits for
CME motion (Melachroinos et al., 2013). The forward
modeling of station displacements due to geocenter varia-
tions improves Jason-2 and Envisat SLR residuals and
moves the satellite orbits to better coincide with the instan-
taneous Earth’s center of mass (CME) in Z, reported by
Zelensky at the 2014 OSTST meeting. We tested the same
model on SARAL. The SARAL SLR residual improve-
ment was marginal, but the orbit differences indicate that
a 4.5 mm amplitude annual signal in Z has been removed
(Fig. 3.6). The same corrective annual effects of approxi-
mately 4.5 mm amplitude in Z were shown for both the
Jason-2 and Envisat orbits using this CME model in 2014
OSTST meeting presentations by Zelensky and Couhert.
Although the orbit signal is not large, it is useful to account
for all known or possible errors in the altimeter
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Fig. 3.5. SARAL DORIS residuals binned by elevation angle sensitivity to troposphere models, and the Starec antenna phase center correction.

Table 3.8
Annual Earth CME model; SLR-derived (Ries, 2013); 0 deg phase.

Annual CME model X Y Z

Amplitude (mm) 2.7 2.8 5.5
Phase (degrees) 41 321 27
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measurement. Removing this annual signal in the satellite
orbits can help to isolate other errors that might otherwise
be confounded with a pseudo-signal induced by not model-
ing the geocenter variations. For example recent analysis
using multi-mission crossover data has also shown a simi-
lar annual signal in Z, which might however be due to
SARAL radiometer error (Dettmering et al., 2015). The
Ries (2013) CME model has been adopted by CNES and
GSFC to be used in the next POD standards for altimeter
satellite orbits.

4. Non-conservative force model refinement

Surface forces that perturb satellite motion include the
effects of radiation pressure and atmosphere drag. The
radiation forces include solar radiation pressure (SRP),
Earth radiation pressure consisting of albedo and infra-
red radiation (IR), and thermal radiation due to satellite
surface heating and cooling caused by changes in illumina-
tion and the venting of internal heat. The main difficulties
in accurately modeling radiation forces are the incomplete
knowledge of heat release and the limited accuracy in
Please cite this article in press as: Zelensky, N.P., et al. Towards the 1-cm
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representing the surface geometry and optical properties.
Drag model accuracy is largely limited by incomplete
knowledge of the atmosphere density, and especially its
variability around the orbit. The SARAL satellite surface
forces are modeled with a six-panel approximation of the
satellite’s shape and optical properties, called the macro-
model (Fig. 4.1) (Marshall and Luthcke, 1994; Cerri and
Ferrage, 2015). Note the SARAL coordinate system defini-
tion differs from that of other altimetry satellites such as
Jason or TOPEX where +Z defines the nadir position.
For SARAL +Z defines the cross-track, pointing towards
the sun (Fig. 4.1). The simple six-panel approximation
merges the protruding antenna characteristics with the sur-
face to which they are attached, and the solar array with
the Z satellite body surface characteristics. The fixed-yaw
attitude law determines the orientation of the SARAL pan-
els. The macromodel cross-sectional area projected along
the velocity vector is used for modeling atmosphere drag
(Pavlis et al., 2015). For modeling solar and Earth radia-
tion pressure both the approximate satellite shape and sur-
face optical properties are considered (Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1).
The radiation force computed for each panel surface con-
siders the effects of specular and diffuse reflectivity and of
light absorption (Milani et al., 1987). The six panel radia-
tion pressure forces are summed vectorially for computing
one net acceleration at each integration step (Pavlis et al.,
2015). The SARAL macromodel does not account for the
effects of self-shadowing or any aspects of thermal radia-
tion (c.f., Marshall and Luthcke, 1994; Mazarico et al.,
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Fig. 3.6. Annual Earth Center of mass station position correction in Z and corrective effect on orbit.
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2009). The position of the solar panels suggests self-
shadowing is an important consideration for correct mod-
eling of SRP for SARAL (Fig. 4.1).

We summarize in Table 4.2 the magnitude of the surface
forces acting on SARAL as computed using the macro-
model just described applied with the nominal satellite atti-
tude law, the MSIS86 atmosphere density model (Hedin,
1987), and the Knocke et al. (1988) simplified model of
Earth albedo and infra-red radiation pressure variations.
The largest of the surface forces is due to SRP, which acts
mostly in the cross-track direction. The effects of the plan-
etary radiation pressure (albedo + infrared radiation) are
similar in magnitude to the effect of drag on SARAL,
although the albedo/IR accelerations dominate in the
radial direction, while drag logically has the most impact
in the along-track direction. Although SARAL is located
in a sun-synchronous orbit whose orientation is nearly
full-Sun, the Sun will not always appear perpendicular to
the orbit plane (Beta-prime = 90�) due to the eccentricity
of the Earth’s orbit and the Earth’s tilt wrt. the Earth’s
orbit plane (Boain, 2004). The angle between the satellite
orbit plane and the Earth-Sun vector is called Beta-prime
and denotes changes in the angle of spacecraft illumina-
tion. SARAL experiences Earth shadowing (or eclipsing)
on each satellite orbit annually in November and Decem-
ber when the absolute value of Beta-prime falls below 70�
(Fig. 4.2).

The deficiency in satellite force models can be compen-
sated by the estimation of empirical parameters
(Colombo, 1986). Residual accelerations are estimated with
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a once-per-revolution (OPR) parameter in the along-track
and in the cross-track directions every 2.5 days in the POD
solution. In addition to the OPR acceleration parameters,
one coefficient of drag scale (CD) is estimated every four
hours to help compensate for the inadequacy in the drag
model. Based on the estimated residual OPR accelerations
the macromodel is believed to account for at least 95% of
the radiation forces acting on the satellite surface. Cross-
correlation analysis between the daily solar flux (F10.7) ser-
ies and the OPR series interpolated to one day intervals
shows no significant correlation over the test span and sug-
gests the OPR series are not significantly affected by drag
mismodeling and can serve as a measure of the residual
radiation forces.

The amplitudes of the residual accelerations increase for
both the cross-track and along-track components when the
satellite experiences shadowing (note blue curve Fig. 4.3).
This is no doubt due to the effects of surface heating and
cooling (thermal radiation), which are not taken into
account in the satellite macromodel.

The macromodel parameters can be corrected or
‘‘tuned” using estimates made with SLR/DORIS tracking
data. Numerous tuning combinations were tested using
data over a 1.4 year span (March 2013–August 2014). A
selection of the combinations is presented (Table 4.3) to
illustrate that: (1) the dominant un-modeled radiation force
is due to heating/cooling of the spacecraft over the shadow-
ing period, (2) that data over this period should not be used
for tuning the present macromodel, and that (3) a modest,
but statistically significant improvement can be achieved
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Fig. 4.1. SARAL satellite orientation: X (nadir), Y (along-track), Z (cross-track).

Table 4.1
SARAL a-priori CNES macromodel values.

GEODYN Panel Surface area (m2) Optical reflectivity coefficients

Specular Diffuse

1 X+ (radial) 2.353 0.400 0.245
2 X� 2.353 0.545 0.169
3 Y+ (along-track) 2.177 0.517 0.172
4 Y� 2.177 0.520 0.184
5 Z+ (incl. SA+)* 5.488 0.294 0.076
6 Z� (incl. SA�) 5.488 0.078 0.076

* Solar Array (SA), + indicates Sun-pointing positive direction.
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(Table 4.4). As shown with a reduction in both SLR resid-
uals and OPR amplitudes, the improvement has been
achieved in a two-step tuning process – first the solar radi-
ation coefficient of reflectivity (CR) is estimated and the
data are reprocessed using this new CR value, followed
by an estimation of the sun-facing solar array specular
coefficient using the new normal equations (Table 4.3). It
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is interesting that all the macromodel tests shown in
Table 4.3 indicate that the a-priori specular reflectivity
coefficient (0.294) for the solar array is too large, and must
be reduced by about 20%. The largest reduction in OPR
amplitudes is seen in the sun-facing cross-track direction
(Z) (Table 4.4, Fig. 4.3) followed by improvement in the
along-track direction (Y) over the periods with no shadow-
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Table 4.2
Forces acting on SARAL satellite surface.

Modeled surface forces computed over 1 cycle, full Sun RMS acceleration (10�9 m/s2)

radial cross-trk along-trk

Solar radiation pressure 6.1 83.5 6.0
Albedo + IR 7.6 1.8 0.2
Atmosphere drag;

Solar flux low (F10.7 � 111)
0.006 0.3 6.4

Atmosphere drag;
Solar flux high (F10.7 � 206)

0.006 0.4 7.3

Fig. 4.2. SARAL Beta-prime angle and percent in shadow.
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ing (Fig. 4.3). The best results however only produce an
eight percent reduction in the magnitude of the empirical
accelerations. Reduction in the dominant cross-track com-
ponent however is statistically significant (p < 0.01). The
small reduction in SLR residuals is also statistically signif-
icant (p < 0.01) (Table 4.4). The small magnitude of these
improvements with the tests just described suggests that
the effects of satellite thermal radiation and self-
shadowing must also be addressed, and may in fact some-
what confound the present results.

5. Testing of geopotential models

Historically uncertainty in the static gravity models had
been the largest POD error source for altimeter satellite
POD (see for example Haines et al., 1990; and Tapley
et al., 1994). However, the use of GRACE data has
reduced radial orbit error due to the static gravity field
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by one order of magnitude over pre-GRACE gravity mod-
els (compare Marshall et al., 1995 to Cerri et al., 2010), and
for all practical purposes has removed the static gravity
model from the list of altimeter satellite POD error sources.
Nonetheless, static gravity models are not independent of
the time variations in the geopotential over the solution
period. The ‘‘static” gravity fields derived using the highly
accurate GRACE data are actually tuned to the data solu-
tion span. Such fields are better labeled as ‘‘mean” rather
than ‘‘static” fields. We illustrate this with the POD perfor-
mance of several mean static fields over a test span in 2013
(Table 5.1) and show that only a mean static field consis-
tent with the time-varying terms should be included in
the definition of a time varying gravity (TVG) model.
Table 5.1 indicates performance of any TVG model for a
test period within the recent few years will very much
depend on the proximity of the test period to the solution
span of the associated static background field.
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Fig. 4.3. SARAL OPR acceleration amplitudes and percent in shadow. (a) Shows the along-track and (b) the cross-track OPR amplitudes.
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The combined uncertainties of modeling several con-
stituents of the time-varying geopotential contribute to
the largest error source in LEO POD (Cerri et al., 2010).
The current error in the ocean tide models is believed small
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as far as altimeter satellite POD is concerned (Cerri et al.,
2010). Modeling the time-variable gravity variations with
insufficient fidelity can cause 2–4 mm RMS radial orbit
errors on Jason-1, Jason-2 and Envisat, but more impor-
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Table 4.3
Tuned panel/CR parameters March 2013–August 2014 SLR + DORIS data.

Parameter tuning A-priori Tuned Sigma

(1) SA + specular (cross-track) all data 0.294 0.2186 ±0.013
(2) SA + specular exclude shadowing 0.294 0.2273 ±0.014
(3) CR exclude shadowing 1.0 0.975 ±0.011
(4) SA+ (CR = 0.975) exclude shadowing 0.294 0.2414 ±0.014
(5) SA+ specular (cross-track)

Y+ diffuse (along-track)
(CR = 0.975) exclude shadowing

0.294
0.172

0.2338
�0.1244

±0.014
±0.076

Table 4.4
POD performance with tuned panel and CR parameters; Residual summary March 2013–August 2014.

Parameter test SLR
(cm)

RMS OPR (10�9 m/s2)

along trk cross trk % improve

(0) Nominal (un-tuned) 1.341 1.67 1.53 –
(1) SA+ (all data) 1.327 1.94 1.33 �4
(2) SA+ (no shadow) 1.329 1.85 1.35 �1
(3) CR (no shadow) 1.334 1.71 1.44 1
(4) SA+ (no shadow) + CR = 0.975 1.327 1.63 1.31 8
(5) SA+Y+ (no shadow) + CR = 0.975 1.331 1.75 1.27 5

Table 5.1
SARAL SLR + DORIS orbit evaluation of static (mean) gravity fields with 2013 tracking data.

Static (mean) gravity field RMS residuals/orbit differences (Mar-Sep 2013)

Name GRACE, LAGEOS solution period DORIS
(mm/s)

SLR
(cm)

Radial difference (mm)

EIGEN-GL04S 2003–2005 0.4149 1.802 –
GOCO02S 2003–2009 0.4149 1.789 1.5
EIGEN-6C 2003–2009 0.4148 1.776 1.5
GGM05S 2003–2013 0.4116 1.508 5.2
EIGEN-6S2 2013 0.4096 1.162 18.6
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tantly can induce geographically correlated errors in the
radial orbit drift, which is important for the accurate deter-
mination of global and regional mean sea level variations
(e.g. Couhert et al., 2015; See Figs. 10 and 14).

Several state-of-the-art TVG models are available for
comparison. For improved clarity in the evaluation and
comparison of these models, we define a simple baseline
TVG reference model. This model consists of three compo-
nents: (1) forward modeling of atmosphere gravity with a
50 � 50 series of monthly fields based on 6-h ECMWF
pressure data; (2) an annual 20 � 20 GRACE-derived field
believed to largely represent seasonal changes in hydrology
and wind-forced changes in ocean mass (Luthcke et al.,
2006, updated); (3) secular rates for the C20, C21, S21,
C30, C40 gravity coefficients as recommended by IERS
(IERS 2010 conventions: Petit and Luzum, 2010, page
69). This simple TVG representation, stdtvg, serves as a ref-
erence for the evaluation of more complete TVG models
tested in this paper. These standards are consistent with
the orbits described by Lemoine et al. (2010) for TOPEX,
Jason-1, and Jason-2. We separately model the air tides
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from Ray and Ponte (2003), which include a 20 � 20 field
for S1 and 10 � 10 fields for S2, P1, K1, T2, and R2.

The eight TVG models evaluated are summarized in
Table 5.2, and are ordered from the simplest (stdtvg) to
the most complete (tvg60x60_csr). The models are divided
into two categories: 1) time series (all their names begin
with tvg), and 2) models which contain linear, annual,
and semi-annual terms for the lower order coefficients.
All the models contain omission and commission error,
and the selection of the eight models for analysis is
intended to help refine the identification of such gravity
error. The models include a coefficient time series to
5 � 5 based on SLR and DORIS data (tvg5x5_gsfc), coef-
ficient time series derived from GRACE data to 5 � 5 and
60 � 60 (tvg5x5_csr, tvg60x60_csr), 4 � 4 and 5 � 5
parameterized fits to the GSFC SLR DORIS solutions
(stk4x4, stk5x5, std5x5_gsfc), and the EIGEN6S2 geopo-
tential model with TVG coefficients to 50 � 50 (Rudenko
et al., 2014). All eight models apply the same forward mod-
eling of the atmosphere and the IERS2010 modeling of the
pole. Each TVG model applies a consistent background
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Table 5.2
Time varying gravity test models.

TVG model Description
(all forward model atmosphere gravity using ECMWF 6-h data and apply the IERS2010 C21/S21 model)

stdtvg (in previous std1007
Measures)

3 linear coefficient terms (IERS2010), to degree 20 (20 � 20) annual (GRACE); static EIGEN-GL04s (Förste et al.,
2008)

stk4x4 (in current std1204
Measures)

4 � 4 linear + periodic fit to previous tvg4x4 series, degree 5 to 20 (5 � 20) annual (GRACE); static GOCO02s (from
5 � 5)

tvg5x5_gsfc
(coefficient time series)

7-day SLR/DORIS 5 � 5 estimates with relative weights for 21 satellites in solution calibrated using subset analysis
(SPOT-2, SPOT-4 down-weighted), 6 � 20 annual (GRACE); static GOCO02s (from 6 � 6)

stk5x5
(in std1404 presented at 2014
OSTST)

the previous stacked tvg5x5 5 � 5 solutions of static, periodic, linear terms in periods: 1993–2002 and 2003–2006 and
2007–2013; static GOCO02s (from 6 � 6)

stk5x5_gsfc (considered for next
Measures)

the most recent stacked tvg5x5_gsfc 5 � 5 solutions of static, periodic, linear terms in periods: 1993–2002 and 2003–
2014; static GOCO02s (from 6 � 6)

tvg5x5_csr
(coefficient time series)

5 � 5 from monthly CSR GRACE RL05 60 � 60 solutions; 6 � 20 annual (GRACE); static GGM05S

eigen6s2 GRACE, LAGEOS, GOCE 1-year solutions of 50 � 50 static, periodic, linear terms for: 2003–2013; static EIGEN-
6s2

tvg60x60_csr
(coefficient time series)

60 � 60 from monthly CSR GRACE RL05 60 � 60 solutions; static GGM05S
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mean static field. All eight models apply the same set
of dynamic atmosphere tides (Ray and Ponte, 2003),
and the GOT4.8 ocean tide model (Ray, 2013, See
Appendix A).

Compared to stdtvg, the more complete TVG represen-
tation found in the other models affect the SARAL orbits
by 1 to 2 cm radially, the most complete models showing
the larger effects (Table 5.3). The cumulative effect of the
TVG model differences over the March 2013–August
2014 result in geographically correlated orbit error reach-
ing magnitudes of 3.6 cm depending on the test model
(Fig. 5.1). Although all test models show roughly the same
East–West division of orbit error, the more complete mod-
els show the larger differences (Fig. 5.1). The tests indicate
the SARAL orbit is sensitive to TVG terms above 5 � 5,
and that the geographically correlated error due to TVG
shows a roughly similar pattern across all of the models,
differing only in amplitude. Fig. 5.1 includes a DORIS-
only reduced-dynamic test orbit (see Section 6) to illustrate
this approach can remove some gravity model error in
addition to non-conservative force model error. The test
Table 5.3
Evaluation of TVG model POD performance with DORIS-only orbits.

TVG model RMS residuals summary over March 2013 –

DORIS
(mm/s)

SLR (cm)

<60� >6

stdtvg (in std1007) 0.4214 2.275 2.
stk4x4 (in std1204) 0.4203 2.148 2.
stk5x5 (in std1404) 0.4169 2.066 1.
stk5x5_gsfc 0.4170 1.899 1.
tvg5x5_gsfc 0.4168 1.902 1.
tvg5x5_csr 0.4167 1.859 1.
tvg60x60_csr 0.4164 1.776 1.
eigen6s2 0.4175 1.860 1.
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period span is not sufficient for the estimation of annual
rates in the mean radial orbit differences.

We compute DORIS-only orbits using the eight different
TVG models described above. The SLR data and the
altimeter crossover data are considered independent. The
crossovers are generated over the time span of each arc,
which is typically 7 days. The SARAL orbit significantly
deviated from the mean ground-track over the first few
cycles introducing additional error into altimeter crossover
computations. Removing the first six cycles from the
altimeter crossover statistics uniformly reduces all the
RMS values by an RSS difference of 1.7 cm, but does not
change the relative ranking of the gravity model tests.
We divide the SLR data into the high-elevation (>60�),
and lower elevation (<60�). Surprisingly the high-
elevation SLR and Crossover residuals over cycles 1–15
do not seem to be consistent in distinguishing between
the more and the less accurate orbits (Table 5.3), as they
have been in general for TOPEX, Jason-1, Jason-2 and
other satellites (e.g. Lemoine et al., 2010). For example,
the stk5x5 SLR + DORIS orbit shows the smallest cross-
August 2014

Xover
(cm)

orbit diff. (mm)

0� radial RMS Mean Y

074 5.829 – –
011 5.819 3.4 �0.6
645 5.771 11.4 �14.6
541 5.792 11.3 �15.4
554 5.776 12.5 �16.5
530 5.846 10.8 �15.1
359 5.899 17.4 �24.5
492 5.909 20.9 �30.7
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tvg60x60_csr  

stk5x5 red-dyn
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tvg5x5_gsfc  tvg5x5_csr  

eigen6s2  

Fig. 5.1. Mean radial differences stdtvg – test DORIS-only orbits evaluating time varying gravity models, March 2013–August 2014 (±36 mm). White
stars indicate tide gauge locations.
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over residuals, but not the smallest SLR residuals
(Table 5.3).

Table 5.3 highlights the apparent inconsistency between
two test cases, stk5x5 and EIGEN6s2. An RSS difference
between the high elevation (>60�) independent SLR resid-
uals suggests the stk5x5 radial orbits are less accurate than
the EIGEN6s2 by about 0.7 cm, whereas a similar compar-
ison between the crossover residuals suggests the stk5x5
orbits are more accurate by 1.3 cm. The RMS radial orbit
difference is 1.0 cm over this period.

Since orbit error will not be uniformly distributed spa-
tially or in time, could such a discrepancy in accuracy mea-
surement be explained by differences in sampling, and
Please cite this article in press as: Zelensky, N.P., et al. Towards the 1-cm
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specifically spatial sampling between the SLR/crossover
estimates of radial error? SLR offers the most direct,
non-ambiguous, and accurate sub-centimeter measure of
total orbit error (e.g. Marshall et al., 1995; Couhert
et al., 2015). However, the SLR estimate of orbit error is
extremely limited in its temporal and spatial sampling.
Most high-elevation SLR observations (which largely con-
tain radial error) will occur over land. On the other hand,
altimeter crossover data offer a measure of geographically
un-correlated radial error sampled over all oceans. Direct
orbit differences offer the best temporal and spatial sam-
pling over both land and water of error from the two
orbits, however error common to the two orbits is
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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removed, and this measure obviously cannot indicate the
more accurate orbit.

In order to compare orbit error sampled by both high
elevation SLR and altimeter crossover observations over
common geographic regions, the difference of the
(EIGEN6s2-stk5x5) absolute value residuals are binned
in 5��5� regions. A positive value for a binned region
implies greater error in the EIGEN6s2 orbit, and vice
versa. There are 1466 such 5 � 5 degree regions for altime-
ter crossover coverage, 66 regions for SLR coverage, and
only 26 regions in common view to both crossover and
SLR coverage. Considering only the 26 regions in common
view to both, the SLR/crossover relative orbit error esti-
mates are consistent and even close numerically (Table 5.4).
These results suggest the disparity between SLR/crossover
sampling is the cause of the apparent discrepancy shown
using the full coverage from both SLR and crossover radial
error estimates. Due to a much better sampling distribu-
tion, crossover residuals should offer a better estimate of
relative orbit accuracy than will the SLR (Table 5.3). The
binned differences of absolute value crossover residuals
indicate regions where stk5x5 offers an improvement in
geographically un-correlated orbit error over EIGEN6s2,
and vice versa (Fig. 5.2a). Those regions showing the lar-
gest crossover residual differences (Fig. 5.2a) correspond
to regions showing the largest orbit difference variability
over the binned means (Fig. 5.2b).

It was reported at the 2014 OSTST meeting that the
GRACE-derived monthly spherical harmonic solutions
expanded to 60 � 60 (tvg60x60 in the nomenclature of this
paper) perform the best compared to the other TVG mod-
els for Jason-2, Jason-1, TOPEX, and other satellites
(Frank Lemoine, private communication). Surprisingly
for SARAL, the GRACE-derived coefficient time series
do not show the best crossover residual performance over
the test period, in contrast to the SLR fits (Table 5.3). This
issue will be further studied once a longer time series of
GRACE solutions is available to be applied to SARAL.

6. Parameterization strategy refinement

Given the present model complement of the std1404
POD standards, orbit accuracy can be further improved
through a more optimal parameterization strategy, that is
Table 5.4
SLR/Crossover residual orbit evaluation consistency considering either all
or only binned residuals in common view.

DORIS-only orbits March 2013–August 2014

Regions considered Differences of absolute value
5�x5� binned residuals (mm)
(eigen6s2-stk5x5)
positive => improvement stk5x5

SLR > 60� Crossovers

No. bins Mean No. bins Mean

All binned regions 66 �0.83 1466 1.96
Common binned regions 26 +0.76 26 1.00
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through a more optimal choice of estimated measurement
and empirical force model parameters, and SLR/DORIS
data weights. In this section we review three options: (1)
reduced-dynamic processing, (2) the simultaneous estima-
tion of specific gravity coefficients per arc, and (3) relative
SLR/DORIS weighting for SARAL dynamic POD. All test
cases in this section conform to the std1404 standards
(Table 2.1) and differ only by the characteristics of the
specified test.

The std1404 and GDR-D standards largely describe a
dynamic approach, an approach where orbit accuracy lar-
gely depends on the fidelity of the force models (Table 2.1).
In a reduced-dynamic approach the full tracking data capa-
bilities are exploited though the estimation of empirical
parameter time series tied with correlated constraints in
order to compensate for deficiencies in the POD force mod-
els (Bertiger et al., 1994; Luthcke et al., 2003).

A batch least-squares reduced-dynamic approach is
tested using DORIS and SLR where correlated constraints
are applied to along-track and cross-track OPR accelera-
tion parameters estimated every 25 min (1/4 revolution per-
iod). The reduced-dynamic constraints, OPR selection, and
data weights which had been tuned for Jason-1/2 SLR/
DORIS processing (Zelensky et al., 2010) are used in this
analysis. The increased frequency of OPR estimates should
not only better compensate mismodeling of the surface
forces, but should also compensate some error due to grav-
ity. It is known that orbit determination filters much of the
model error into an OPR orbit signal with slowly changing
amplitude and phase, which can largely be removed
through estimation of OPR acceleration parameters over
an arc (Colombo, 1986). A more frequent estimation of
these terms will better fit the changes in the OPR orbit sig-
nal. Gravity error perturbations, produce a rich spectrum
of orbit signals, many of which are modulations of the
OPR frequency (Kaula, 1966). Luthcke et al. (2003)
showed that a reduced-dynamic parameterization using
GPS/SLR will remove orbit error significantly better than
with the dynamic parameterization for signals with fre-
quency in the vicinity of once per revolution. The DORIS
is up weighted to 1 mm/s from 2 mm/s to ensure greater
stability in the reduced-dynamic solutions.

In addition to the reduced-dynamic approach, two vari-
ations of estimating specific gravity coefficients per arc are
tested. The sensitivity of the TOPEX to errors in the m-
daily (order 1) terms of the gravity field has been noted
for example by Tapley and Rosborough (1985) and
Nerem et al. (1994) in the context of the static or mean
gravity field. Recently Cerri et al. (2010) and Couhert
et al. (2015) found that adjusting the C31/S31 coefficients
for each Jason-2 arc reduce the inconsistencies of the
dynamic orbits with the independent GPS-reduced
dynamic orbits. We find that the Envisat-type orbits have
more sensitivity to errors in the C22/S22 harmonics. Conse-
quently we tested estimation on an arc-by-arc basis, of the
C31/S31, and the C22/S22 coefficients for the SARAL
dynamic orbit.
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Fig 5.2a crossover residuals; ± 12 mm

Fig 5.2b orbit  variability; 9 mm

Fig. 5.2. EIGEN6s2 – stk5x5 5 � 5 degree bin altimeter crossover residual and orbit differences. (a) Shows the difference between the absolute value of the
residuals (±12 mm); a positive value indicates greater error in the EIGEN6s2 orbit and visa-versa. (b) Shows the orbit variability about the binned orbit
differences means (0–10 mm).
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Although analysis had shown the SARAL orbit is very
sensitive to error in the C22 and S22 gravity coefficients, a
visual inspection of the C22 and S22 coefficient series esti-
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mated with each SARAL DORIS or SLR + DORIS arc
shows they do not compare very well to the tvg5x5_gsfc
series estimated using SLR + DORIS from 21 satellites
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Table 6.1
Evaluation of new POD strategies using DORIS + SLR orbits.

March 2013–August 2014 (cycles 1–15)

POD strategy
DORIS + SLR std1404 orbits

DORIS RMS
(mm/s)

SLR RMS
(cm)

Xover RMS(cm)

Cycles 1–15 Cycles 7–15

Dynamic 0.4173 1.391 5.807 5.583
Reduced-dynamic 0.4165 1.500 5.760 5.557
Dynamic + estimate C31/S31 per arc 0.4170 1.329 5.841 5.601
Dynamic + estimate C22/S22 per arc 0.4172 1.324 5.798 5.567

Table 6.2
SLR/Crossover orbit error estimates for dynamic/reduced-dynamic
DORIS-only orbits.

March 2013–August 2014 (cycles 1–15)

DORIS-only
std1404 orbits

DORIS
(mm/s)

SLR
(cm)

Xover
(cm)

<60� >60�

Dynamic 0.4170 1.958 1.572 5.772
Reduced-dynamic 0.4165 1.978 1.553 5.746

Table 6.3
SARAL SLR + DORIS dynamic orbit POD data assumed precision
weighting.

DORIS weight (mm/s)
(SLR weight fixed 10 cm)

RMS residuals (Mar-Sep 2013)
cycles 1–6*

DORIS
(mm/s)

SLR
(cm)

Xover
(cm)

slr-only 0.4437 1.146 6.277
2 0.4108 1.507 5.993
1 0.4105 1.703 5.988
0.5 0.4105 1.815 5.986
0.1 0.4105 1.870 5.985
doris-only 0.4105 1.894 5.985

* Note. Since only cycle 1–6 data are used in this test, the altimeter
crossover residuals are overall much higher.
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(Table 5.2) or to the CSR RL05 GRACE series (Bettadpur,
2012). All series however, are well within an order of mag-
nitude of each other and of the GSFC a-priori values
(stk5x5 Table 5.2) (see Figs. S1 and S2 of the Supplemen-
tary Material). Fig. S2 may even suggest some similarity
between the CSR RL05 and SARAL S22 series. These
results advise that although the SARAL C22 and S22 esti-
mates are not necessarily devoid of physical meaning, they
more likely largely represent error absorbed from other
sources.

The test results for SARAL show that estimating the
C22/S22 coefficients with each arc and the reduced-
dynamic approach yield improved radial accuracy over
the std1404 dynamic strategy as shown with the reduction
of SLR residuals and reduction of crossover residuals
(Table 6.1). In the tests the SLR residuals are reduced from
1.391 to 1.324 cm. Since the DORIS data are given more
weight in the reduced-dynamic solution the SLR residuals
are seen to increase. The estimation of C22/S22 produces
lower altimeter crossover residuals (5.798 cm compared
to the baseline 5.807 cm) whereas the estimation of C31/
S31 in each orbital arc degrades the altimeter crossover
RMS to 5.841 cm. All but one of the differences in the
SLR and crossover statistics from the nominal std1404-
dynamic values are statistically significant (p < 0.01). The
C22/S22 crossover residual improvement shows border-
line statistical significance using the 90% confidence inter-
val (p < 0.1). Table 6.1 also includes crossover residual
statistics computed without the first six cycles to illustrate
the overall 1.6 cm RSS difference reduction in RMS values.
The SARAL orbit significantly deviated from the mean
ground-track over the first few cycles introducing addi-
tional error into altimeter crossover computations (see
Section 2).

The SLR + DORIS reduced-dynamic orbits (compared
to the SLR + DORIS dynamic orbits) show an unexpect-
edly large increase in the SLR residuals (Table 6.1). We
have shown that DORIS data alone can improve Jason-1
and Jason-2 orbits in all components by using a reduced-
dynamic approach (Zelensky et al., 2010). However, we
also show an inconsistency for the SARAL DORIS-only
orbits, where an increase in the low-elevation independent
SLR residuals is apparent (Table 6.2). We believe that due
to the larger emphasis given to DORIS data in the reduced-
dynamic solution, the impact of DORIS measurement
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error (or inconsistencies within the DORIS system) at
lower elevations will be more pronounced on the orbit,
and especially on the orbit horizontal components. We sus-
pect the error is due to the inconsistency in using the bea-
con phase center correction in combination with the
DPOD2008 station positions (see Section 3). We have
shown that for SARAL, the use of the beacon phase center
correction slightly degrades the dynamic orbits as well (c.f.
Section 3, Table 3.7). Once the new DORIS/ITRF2014
complement becomes available, we can ascertain if this
inconsistency is still observed.

The crossover RMS residual difference between the
SLR + DORIS and DORIS-only orbits (Tables 61 and
62) lead us to question the SLR/DORIS assumed mea-
surement precision weighting scheme used in the solu-
tions. An optimal SLR/DORIS measurement precision
of 10 cm/2 mm/s as applied in std1404 was empirically
determined for TOPEX (Marshall et al., 1995), and later
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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for the Jason-1 (Luthcke et al., 2003) dynamic orbits. We
retested the SLR/DORIS data weighting combinations for
the SARAL dynamic orbits. Altimeter crossovers demon-
strate that the DORIS-only determined orbits yield the
best radial accuracy for SARAL, and that the addition
of SLR data does not further improve on that accuracy,
as shown in Table 6.3. Several factors may contribute
to such a result including, improved SARAL DORIS
DGXX receiver accuracy and tracking strength over pre-
vious receivers, possible errors in attitude (which we can-
not account for because we do not have independent
measurements of the satellite attitude for SARAL from
quaternions), increased error in the SLRF2008 post-2009
station positions, and an increase in possibly other SLR
measurement errors.

We compare the SLR/DORIS relative data weight tun-
ing over several months in 2014 for SARAL to Jason-2,
which also carries the DGXX receiver. The comparison
shows that SLR data provides a small orbit improvement
for Jason-2 but none for SARAL (Fig. 6.1). This may be
due to the better SLR coverage for Jason-2 over 2014
(Fig. 6.2a). The DORIS beacon coverage is similar for both
satellites (Fig. 6.2b). However, the benefit of including SLR
data progressively diminishes over time for Jason-2, and
orbit degradation progressively increases for SARAL
(Fig. 6.3) suggesting that progressive increase in SLRF2008
position error is the driving cause. With ITRF2014 and
possibly other improvements to the tracking measurement
models, this issue will be revisited, but for now the SLR
Fig. 6.1. SARAL and Jason-2 SLR/DORIS assumed preci
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should remain in some GSFC POD solutions, perhaps with
a lower assumed precision weight, for contribution to new
SLR TRF realizations.
7. Towards 1-cm orbit accuracy

Several different measures of orbit accuracy are needed
for a balanced estimate of radial error. These include eval-
uation of tracking data and altimeter crossover residuals,
1-day orbit overlap consistency, and direct comparison
with other orbits. Independent SLR data provides the only
direct measure of orbit accuracy to better than 1-cm, and
has served as the best validation for absolute orbit accuracy
(Degnan, 1993; Luthcke et al., 2003; Bertiger et al., 2010).
However, as our analysis have shown, the highly accurate
but sparse SLR data cannot be relied on alone, and the
more complete sampling offered by crossover data is also
required for a balanced judgment of overall radial accuracy
(Section 4). The SLR data have been selected from the
most reliable stations (Zelensky et al., 2014, Table 10), as
the residuals reflect not only orbit error but also some sta-
tion position error and possible measurement bias error.
Depending on the elevation angle, the slant range SLR
observation will capture varying amounts of the radial/
horizontal component orbit error. Orbit error in the hori-
zontal direction (cross-track/along-track) is expected to
be larger than the radial and especially at lower elevations
due in part to the predominant strength of Doppler data as
sion relative weighting crossover performance in 2014.
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Fig. 6.2. Moving 30-day average of SLR and DORIS stations tracking per day. (a) Shows SLR stations tracking SARAL, Jason-2, and Cryosat-2 (0–18
stations); Cryosat2 coverage illustrates the coverage seen for SARAL can be expected for a spacecraft orbit for the same altitude. (b) Shows DORIS
stations tracking SARAL and Jason-2 (46–54 stations).
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a radial measurement, and in part to the increase in
DORIS measurement error at lower elevations (Section 3).

Four of the most promising strategies using DORIS-
only orbits are evaluated, that is with std1404 and
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std1404 plus estimation the C22/S22 gravity coefficients
per arc for both dynamic and reduced-dynamic approaches
(Table 7.1). The independent SLR residuals indicate all
four orbits have better than 1.6 cm radial accuracy, which
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Fig. 6.3. SARAL and Jason-2 DORIS + SLR improvement over DORIS-only orbits measured by differences in altimeter crossovers RMS residuals.
Positive value indicates improvement for DORIS + SLR POD.

Table 7.1
Performance of the most promising POD strategies.

DORIS orbits
March 2013–August 2014

DORIS RMS
(mm/s)

SLR RMS
(cm)

Xover RMS
(cm)

Radial orbit difference (mm)

<60� >60� poly. overlap red1404

std1404 dynamic 0.4170 1.958 1.572 1.3 5.772 5.9 6.9
std1404 dynamic + est. C22/S22 0.4169 1.934 1.551 1.2 5.769 5.8 6.9
std1404 red-dyn 0.4167 1.978 1.553 1.2 5.746 4.3 –
std1404 red-dyn + est. C22/S22 0.4176 2.013 1.541 1.1 5.763 5.0 2.0
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is consistent with the radial orbit difference values
(Table 7.1). The altimeter crossover residuals suggest a
radial improvement over the dynamic std1404 baseline of
2–5 mm RMS for the other three orbits, also consistent
with the orbit differences.

An estimate of the radial orbit error is made by fitting a
3rd order polynomial to the distribution of SLR RMS
residuals summed in 1� elevation bins, up to degree 85.
As the 1� bin residual statistics become increasingly unsta-
ble at the higher elevations due to the increasing paucity of
observations, the noise is removed with the polynomial fit.
The polynomial value at 85 degrees elevation is used for the
radial error estimate (Table 7.1).

A 3rd order polynomial is selected over 2nd and 4th
order polynomials to best represent the non-linear distri-
butions based on the RMS residuals and multiple regres-
sion coefficient R statistics. The 3rd order polynomial fit
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shows an RMS residual value of 0.62 mm and R equal
to 0.97.

The error estimates show the reduced-dynamic
approach removes radial error, and that estimation of the
C22/S22 gravity coefficients per arc also improves the orbit
(Fig. 7.1). All the orbits approach 1-cm accuracy with the
estimates ranging from 1.3 cm to 1.1 cm (Fig. 7.1,
Table 7.1)”.

The increase of the SLR residuals RMS at lower eleva-
tions using the reduced-dynamic approach (Table 7.1) indi-
cates a large influence of DORIS measurement error. This
error could be due to application of the beacon phase cen-
ter correction in combination with using the DPOD2008
complement realized without this correction, although the
influence of other DORIS errors is entirely possible (Sec-
tion 3). Both DPOD2008 and SLRF2008 are ITRF2008
based (Altamimi et al., 2011) complements. Our analysis
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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Fig. 7.1. Estimate of radial orbit error using 3rd order polynomial fit to independent SLR RMS residuals binned by 1� elevation angles; March 2013–
August 2014 DORIS-only orbits.
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has suggested another prominent measurement error is due
to the increasing post-2009 degradation of the SLRF2008
station positions (Section 6). Thus it is hoped the antici-
pated ITRF2014 complements will remove such error and
contribute to reaching the SARAL 1-cm goal.
8. Conclusions

Building on the success in achieving 1-cm accuracy for
the Jason-2 orbit using DORIS DGXX receiver data alone
(Zelensky et al., 2010), this paper evaluates the possibility
for achieving the same 1-cm accuracy for SARAL based
also on the DORIS DGXX receiver data. Reducing the
orbit error to 1 cm would allow the SARAL data to be
merged more seamlessly with the current Jason-2/
Cryosat-2 altimetry and anticipated new mission altimetry
in the generation of merged altimetry products.

This investigation has identified several measurement
and force model deficiencies, and where possible, has
improved the models. The analysis has also revealed the
limitation of orbit error estimation with SLR data given
its sparse sampling, and has shown an unexpected prefer-
ence in SARAL POD to geopotential model parameteriza-
tion not considered optimal for Jason-2 orbits shown at the
2014 OSTST meeting (Frank Lemoine, private communi-
cation). The tests were conducted over SARAL cycles 1–
15 data (March 2013–August 2014).

The study has uncovered many incremental details for
improving SARAL POD, which in combination show sig-
nificant benefit to the overall accuracy. SARAL orbit accu-
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racy relies on the DORIS system and its continued health.
Comparison of the GDR-D to our template std1404 base-
line orbits show they differ radially under 1-cm, with 0.8 cm
RMS for the geographically correlated and 0.9 cm RMS
for the time-varying components. This paper strives to
improve the SARAL POD models over those defined with
the std1404 standards.

Analysis of the body-fixed tracking geometry has identi-
fied a 4.3 cm error in the satellite CMs cross-track compo-
nent, and 2/1 cm corrections to the respective DORIS/
LRA antenna nadir offset positions. We also implemented
improvements to the SLR measurement model including
the application of an elevation-dependent SLR LRA cor-
rection, which differs from the mean correction by
±2.5 mm above 20� elevation (Arnold, 2015). A 4.5 mm
annual signal is removed from orbit Z-component upon
correcting the SLR/DORIS station positions for annual
CME motion. Our tests indicate two deficiencies in the
DPOD2008/SLRF2008 complements, which are seen to
limit the current SARAL POD accuracy capability: (1)
apparent DORIS beacon phase center correction incom-
patibility with the DPOD2008 complement realized with-
out the correction, (2) increased SLRF2008 station
position error.

The largest deficiencies in the SARAL macromodel
likely include the effect of spacecraft thermal radiation
and self-shadowing. This limits and confounds any signifi-
cant benefit gained from macromodel tuning. In spite of
this limitation a modest improvement has been achieved
through tuning the coefficient of reflectivity (CR) and the
SARAL orbit. Adv. Space Res. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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specular reflectivity of the solar array. The improvement
shows a 2 mm RSS reduction in RMS SLR residuals and
an 8% decrease the OPR amplitudes. Evaluation of eight
gravity models indicates a greater orbit accuracy is gained
using the GSFC field derived from SLR/DORIS tracking
to 21 satellites for the first 5 � 5 gravity coefficients plus
GOCOO2s (Goiginger et al., 2011) for the remaining
terms. SARAL is very sensitive to gravity changes over
time and the consequent geographically correlated orbit
error varies significantly in amplitude between the tested
models. In particular SARAL is sensitive to changes in
the C22 and S22 gravity coefficients, and the estimation of
these terms per arc was shown to improve the orbit,
although the estimated terms appear to largely represent
error from other sources. Routine updates of the time-
variable gravity model are an important operational issue
for altimeter satellite POD, both for SARAL and other
missions such as Jason2 and Cryosat2.

With the combined refinements to measurement models,
force models and POD parameterization strategies, SLR
estimates of radial error shows we have achieved 1.1 cm
accuracy. Among these tests the crossover residuals range
from 5.75 to 5.77 cm RMS (5.52 to 5.56 cm RMS consider-
ing cycles 7–15). The availability of the ITRF2014 solution,
and improvements to the satellite radiation pressure model
to include self-shadowing and thermal radiation should
make it possible to achieve and perhaps even to surpass
the 1-cm goal.
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